FANCY YOURSELF A DETECTIVE? HOW GOOD A SLEUTH ARE YOU?
CATCH THE INSIDE SCOOP AS BROOKLANDS RADIO TALKS TO JULIE CLEGG
OF THE ‘HUNTED’!
Do you know if you’re in danger from digital criminals? Tune in Saturday 27th January at 15:30 for a
hair-raising interview as James Pearce learns about what most of us leave behind when we use
computers, phones and tablets. James will be chatting with Julie Clegg, President of Toddington
International Inc., a world leader in Open Source Intelligence, and one of the deputy chief hunters on
Channel 4's current series 'Hunted,’ currently airing Thursdays at 9 pm with more than two million
viewers.
Find out what a professional like Julie thinks about the very real threats posed by the digital trails we
create and what we can do to protect ourselves against becoming a target of crime. Plus, get the
inside scoop on how Julie got involved with ‘Hunted,’ her current role on the show and what she

plans to do in coming years. Also learn how she’d feel she'd do on the run and how she'd approach it,
as James pries into Julie’s exciting background, including past work in the police force and
intelligence and undercover operations!
The six-part, hour long show ‘Hunted,’ now in its third series, sees see nine British citizens turn fugitive
and go on the run. Following a dramatic launch and helicopter chase in Manchester, the fugitives are
pursued across the UK by an elite team of thirty hunters, drawn from some of the world’s best
investigators and led by former Scotland Yard detective, Chief Peter Bleksley. The stakes are high,
because if the fugitives can evade capture for 25 days they could win a share of £100,000. But they're
up against a formidable force as the hunters are equipped with search dogs, drones and helicopters.
A recognized expert in dark web and covert investigations, Julie says that “with well over 80% of
material being used by the intelligence community coming from open sources . . . most people are
completely unaware of the digital trail they leave behind them and how that can be exploited.”
Before becoming a master in digital tracking, Julie policed the streets of Bradford as a detective and
undercover operator.

